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Talented Young French Pianist Television Presents Twenty-six
American Problems
Presents Lyceum Program Here The thirteen problems that concern
Jean Casadesus, a young French pianist, will be presented in
a lyceum series here at Madison College on February 13.
This young pianist has won a first rank place among the virtuosos of the piano.
As a featured soloist with orchestras, Jean Casadesus has played often
with this country's oldest—The New
York Philharmonic Symphony, as well
as with the orchestras of Philadelphia, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
St. Louis, Minneapolis, Miami, Montreal, Buffalo, Rochester and Indianapolis.
In recent seasons he has been heard
over the airwaves with the New York
Philharmonic Symphony on its CBS
Sunday afternoon broadcasts, on
NBC's Telephone Hour, and for the
Societe Radio Canada in Montreal.
He is a recital favorite across the
country, and is in great demand during his annual American concert tours
each winter.
Casadesus is a member of the great
Casadesus family—which figures prominently in Groves Dictionary and
which has been one of the glories of
French and International music annals for generations.
He was born in Paris on July 7,
1927. Casadesus started playing the
piano at the age of five. When he
was 11, he entered the Paris Conservatoire as a solfege student, and in
his first year there won the First
medal.
In 1940, he came to the United
States with his parents, and settled
down, at Princeton University. While
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JEAN CASADESUS
still in school, in 1946, he won the
Youth Contest of the Philadelphia
Orchestra; the prize—an appearance
playing the Ravel G Minor Concerto
under Eugene Ormandy. In October,
1947, he was prize winner at Geneva's
famed international contest. In 1948,
he began his professional career, which
has included . successful engagements
in recital and. with orchestras in this
country, South America, and Europe.

New Infirmary To Offer
Modern Medical Facilities
By Mary Francis Tyler
Everyone is no doubt familiar with the construction operations
on the other side of campus. A new infirmary is being added to
our campus and will replace the wooden structure now being used
as a medical building.

Much activity can be seen on the north side of campus as the workmen
busily work to finish the new all-modern infirmary. The plans at the present
are that the infirmary will be ready for use some time in March.
Our present infirmary was originally an old farmhouse which was acquired and converted into an infirmary when the college was established
in 1909. At that time twenty iron
beds were placed in strategic positions
to cater to those students who had
the misfortune to succumb to an unfriendly germ.
For the past fifty
years these same twenty beds in this
same converted farmhouse have been
providing areas of reclination for feeling-below-par students.
Costing nearly $160,000 the new infirmary will be a completely modernized building with adequate facilities
to meet the needs of the students.
The capacity will be twenty-four patients.

infirmary. This can be attributed to
its being planned for that specific
purpose, whereas the old one is a
converted house. A comfortable waiting room, a useful utility room, and
necessary rent rooms will be featured.
In addition to two examining rooms,
a laboratory, and a medicine room,
there will be separate offices for the
doctor and nurse. A diet kitchen
will facilitate preparation of special
diets.
Every building must have a basement and this one will be put to the
utmost utilization. In addition to the
regular heating and electricity compartments, there will also be a storage room and an apartment for the
maid.

This new addition to the campus is
The lay-out of the new infirmary Hearing completion and should be
will be quite different from the present ready sometime in March.

Americans most, as determined by a
national poll, will be subjects of drama
and discussion on "Talk Back", a new
TV series which will begin on Station WSVA-TV, Channel 3, Harrisonburg, on Tuesday, January 20, at 6
p.m. The program will be seen thereafter every Tuesday from 6 to 6:25
p.m. on Channel 3.
Mr. William Rarnett, Professor of
Sociology, at Bridgewater College,
will be host and moderator for the
series. Each problem will be presented in a 12-minute film drama, featuring top professional actors. This
will be followed by a live presentation from Station WSVA-TV. People
from the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
County area will discuss and seek to
relate the Christian faith to the problem.
A large number of viewing groups
will be specially organized in the Virginia, West Virginia, and Maryland
counties served by WSVA-TV. These
groups will watch the series each week
and have their own discussion after
the program.
The program will not provide "pat"
or pious answers to the problems.
Rather, tlie Harrisonburg Ministers'
Conference and the Virginia Council
of Churches, sponsors of the series,
hope to get viewers to face these
problems and, through talking together, arrive at individual solutions.
"Talk Back" subjects include: pressures of modern living, insecurity,
civic responsibility, suffering, rearing
children, prayer, knowing God's will,
belonging and acceptance, guilt, life's
good and bad breaks, faith, Christian
principles, anxieties, and fears.
The dramatic portion of the program is on film, and the live discussion will be televised on the WSVATV studies in Harrisonburg, each
week. The filmed portion is released
by the National Council of Churches
and was produced by the Methodist
Television, Radio, and Film Commission, Nashville, Tennessee.

To Graduate
From College In February
There are 26 students who will meet requirements for graduation on January 30,1959.
Those receiving a Bachelor of Science degree will be Stella
Yok Sing Lam Chan, Robert Vincent Cunningham, Jean Ann
Kitchen, William Franklin Koch, Betty Foster Ramsey, and Jacquelyn Whiton Zehring.

February brings a close of a college career to twenty-six students at
Madison. Three of these students are left to right: Betty Haney, Jackie
Zehring and Sue Sybert.
Receiving a Bachelor of Science in
Education will be Starling Simmons
Bradley, Dorothy Carson Craddock,
Mary Joe Davis, Retty Jean Haney.
Sara Ann Hiner, Retty Marie Hommowun, Winnifred Elizabeth Jones,
Kay Alderman King,
Letitia Ellen
Lam, Joyce Lillian Meadows, Merlin
Gay See, Sarah Jane Shearer, Mar-

garet Faye Siron, Rarbara Ann Smith,
Eleanor Powell Teed, Martha Higgs
Vaughan, and Sandra Fay Wilkinson.
Janet Laurene Craven will receive
the Bachelor of Arts degree, Sue
Ella Sybert will receive the Bachelor
of Arts in Education, and Thelma
Wolfe Hall will receive Bachelor of
Music Education.

Faculty Members Serve Students
Benefit Of March Of Dimes Drive
"Say! Mr. Leigh, I'll have some more milk." That's one of
the demands to the faculty waiters that might be heard Tuesday
night, January 20, when the faculty serves the students dinner
in the dining hall.

America Far Behind
Soviet Space Plan
by Caroline Marshall
It was announced Saturday by the
House Space Committee that the
United States is at least eighteen
months behind the Soviet Union in
the contest for supremacy in outer
space. It was also reported that it
will be about five years before the
United States can hope to overcome
this disparity. The Committee members emphasized that they felt that
American failure in this field would
be no less than disastrous.
Such
concern is based upon a fear of the
military possibilities involved in outer
space programs. Congress has urged
that no amount of reasonable expense
be spared on research programs. The
President has announced that seven
billion dollars is to be spent on
missile programs this year.
The House Space Committee is to
be replaced by a permanent committee
on science and astronautics. The new
committee will begin to function soon,
under the leadership of Representative Rrooks, a Democrat from Louisiana.

Swimming Program
To Be Competitive
On Tuesday evening, January 20,
1959, there will be a competitive swimming event as^a part of the intramural swimming program. It will last
approximately one hour, 7:30 to 8:30.
Included among, the events will be:
relays, form swimming, diving, and a
medley. If you are interested, sign
UD in Harrison or Reed. The classes
of '60 and '62 led by Sandra Anderson will oppose-the classes of '59 and
'61 led by Suzan Mathews. Come and
support your class.

Nina Gowen instructs Mr. Stewart as he prepares to serve dinner for the
benefit of The March of Dimes drive.
The last time that the faculty served
a meal in the dining hall, for the
benefit of the World University Scrvivc, they put on a floor show. The entertainment consisted of Charlestons,
outlandish costumes and one teacher
discovered a preventive for dandruff
entitled Milk'n Potato Shampoo.
Alpha Sigma Alpha is sponsoring
the National Drive here on campus
and all the hard earned tips that the
faculty receive will go to this fund.
Among those who will be serving
you are Elmer L. Smith, Thomas W.
Leigh, Columbia Winn, Margaret Sue

Attention
Madison's princess to the Annual
Apple Blossom Festival which will
x held in Winchester will be
chosen by the student body in the
noon assembly on January 21, 1959.
After the traditional walking of
the cand'dates the student body
will, vote for their choice from the
twenty candidates who will be
nominated from the senior class by
Student Council.
s

\

Anderson, Clarence R. Hamrick, Raymond Poindcxter, Elias L. Tolbert,
Owens L. Rea, John G. Stewart, Z.
S. Dicherson, Jr., Kenneth Williams,
James K. Grimm, Jack L. Harris and
John C. Wells.

CALENDAR
Saturday, January 17
7:00 p.m.—Singspiration
7:30 p.m.—Movie
Sunday, January 18
Attend the Church of Your Choice
1:30 p.m.—Vespers
Tuesday, January 20
7:00—Frances Sales Club Meeting,
Logan Reception room. Members
wear white.
Wednesday, January 21
12:00 noon—S. G. A. Assembly—
Apple Blossom Princess chosen
Thursday, January 22
12:00 noon—Examination period begins
Monday, February 2.
8:00 p.m.—Classes begin
Wednesday, February 4
12:00 noon—Second Semester Convocation
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Be Still And Know

Accomplishment
Madison College needs a campus bookstore. This need has
been noted and discussed in great detail in a series of BREEZE
editorials published this semester.
People among our student body, student groups, and faculty
have expressed their desire to see a bookstore on Madison's campus
as soon as possible. A number of these people have worked quietly,
but with great energy and enthusiasm on this project. They have
donated and are donating their time to something which they believe is extremely worthwhile. They are still hard at work. The
response they have gotten has been good; feeling has been strong,
and this strong feeling has been used constructively.

Mainly
Men
x

by Larry Bohnert

In a week, you freshmen students
will be taking your first college exams.
I well remember the feel of anxiety accompanied by general panic
when I was a freshman, so I can
If we never get a bookstore (and the BREEZE staff sincerely and do sympathize with you.
hopes that we do), this effort has accomplished something. It has
Every student has his own pecuserved as an illustration of the way in which people representative liarities and particular method of
of many different interests and viewpoints here at Madison can studying. The only common thing
between each student is that he must
work together and explore a situation objectively and in harmony.
understand the class material well
Continued interest in bettering our school and in approaching enough to pass the exam.
problems objectively would be to the advantage of everyone conA great number of people find they
cerned.
work and study best under pressure.
The 3REEZE staff wishes to thank the students, faculty, and To be sure, most of us can produce
when we have no other alternative,
student groups whose work prompted this editorial.
R. C. D. but I'd be rather dubious about the
amount learned or retained by canning the night before the final exam.

For Or Against?

The use of standarized tests is becoming more and more widespread on Madison's campus. Many students have voiced complaints concerning this practice, while perhaps an equally large
number have spoken in favor of it. Perhaps, then, this question
deserves some serious thought' as to its advantages and disad-

Probably
the
most
organized,
thorough and in my opinion most successful itinerary for studying final
exams is to take one class subject
a night and study the entire semester's work one week prior to the final
exam. In other words, use this next
week to study one course a night and
then the following week, review the
next day's exam for about an hour.
Go to a movie or do something in
between exams to rest your mind.
You'll come back refreshed.

vantages.
(
Among the advantages is that standardized tests require students to read their text books. The authors of text books are
usually outstanding experts in their fields, and thus, in the pursuit
of knowledge in a particular field, we cannot overlook what the
Above all, the most important thing
experts say. The instructor, too, may be an expert, but it is his
to do is get plenty of sleep the night
job to interpret and explain what Others have said as welljis to before an exam.
That's common
sense! You can't concentrate if your
give his own views.
This brings us to another advantage of standardized tests. mind is tired.
Good luck.
Some instructors feel that the authors of the text are perhaps better
Later!
qualified through experience and study, to make out tests which
will give the best indications of students' knowledge.
Standardized tests also help to provide uniformity among instructors so that a student who has one instructor does not emerge
from the course well-versed in one area at the expense of having
little knowledge in other important areas. The standardized test
allows all students a more or less equal opportunity, regardless of
who the instructor may be.
The use of standardized tests also enables the administration
to compare the work done on our campus with similar work done
On Wednesday, January 21, the
on other campuses throughout the country. Thus, we can see where traditional walking of candidates for
our work falls short of the norm and in what areas it excells.
the Apple Blossom Princess of MadiWhile all these points favor standardized tests, there are some son will be held. The selection of
disadvantages in their use. Among these are that the test cannot this student representative is sponsored each year by the SGA and
be given back to.the student for his future use, since the same test
nominations are made by Student
is used repeatedly. One of the purposes of testing is to allow the Council from members of the senior
student to see where his weakness lies. If he never sees the cor- class. The student body will vote for
rected test, and therefore, doesn't see his mistakes, he is likely to their choice from the twenty candidates who will be walking in Wedgo on making the same mistakes again. " .
nesday's assembly.
Another disadvantage in standardized tests is that the questions
The princess chosen will be our ofare sometimes vague and misleading and the student has no op- ficial representative to the 32nd Anportunity to question the meaning of the question.
nual Shenandoah Apple Blossom FesSome instructors find that, when standardized tests are used, tival to be held from April 30 to May
students tend to assume the attitude that they don't have to pay 1 in Winchester. She will be a member of the Court of Queen Shenanattention in class since they won't be tested on what the instructor
doah XXXII. The festival director
says. A solution to this is found in using a combination of both suggests that one of "Madison Colstandardized tests, and tests made out by the instructor to cover lege's prettiest, most attractive students be selected for the role."
class material.
o
Regardless of how we may feel though, it seems that standardized tests are here to stay.
M. F. G.
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The lost is found! The lucky smile
has finally found its owner, Tina
Di Iorio. Who were the three detectives? Bettie Anne Mayo, Dobbie
Dean and Faye Morgan. These were
the first three people to give the correct identification to last week's contest. Congratulations, girls! You will
be the proud owner of a gift certificate
to Loewner's record shop as soon as
you contact the BREEZE editor.
————o

Mark Down!
Dad scowled over the boy's report
card. "Why are your grades so much
lower for January than for December?" he demanded. "Why, dad, I'm
surprised at you," said the boy. "Don't
you know that everything is marked
down after the holidays?"

Send The
BREEZE Home

Somedays all the little things we
have been meaning to do catch up
with us, and we are buried under a
demanding, screaming heap. We are
lost and alone in this, and to some
there seems to be no way out.
Many of us have at some time or
other felt just this—especially at this
time of year. Next week we shall
be tested to find out what knowledge
we have acquired this semester. Whatever the result, it is a challenge—
either to do better or to continue
doing good work.
In the midst of this mass confusion
lies a calm so deep and so real that
once found disorder ceases. Be still
and know, all you weary of heart,
that there is comfort for the tired,
solace for the sad, and reward for
the good and true. Seek this calm.
Be still and know—take but a moment
and you shall find eternity.

Who's That Fellow
In The Plaid Shirt?

The BREEZE will not come out
again until February 6 because of
exams. During that time many things
will happen about which we will not
be able to inform you. For this we
are sorry but we must study too!!!
By the time the February issue of
the BREEZE appears many of us
will have started that experience for
which we have waited for three and
a half years-rstudent teaching; Of
course, the pre-teaching jitters will
have passed by that time and we'll
all be confident and progressing with
ease—I hope! Good luck to all who
start this venture with the coming of
second semester. This should be an
experience that should prove most
beneficial to all, let's not fail to give
it tour best so that we may prepare
ourselves in the best ways possible.

To those of you who will be graduating at the close of this semester
may I say that I hope you have put
much into your college life, in all its
aspects—and that in turn you have
gained much and are prepared to follow whatever field you have chosen.
All of us will be looking forward to
your visits during the coming semester and waiting to share ypur experiences in your new phase of life. May
you each experience the satisfaction
of knowing that you have chosen the
Tan "bucks" and a plaid shirt are right vocation.
characteristic features of this student.
During the second semester the
This is a partial picture of one of BREEZE will feature a series of arthe illustrious males on Madison's ticles on senior personalities. This
campus. The "mystery man" is very series is not in any way meant as a
active in the men's fraternity Sigma recognition. Its purpose is, mainly, to
Delta Rho, Student Government Or- acquaint you with some interesting,
ganization and Young Men's Christian humorous and little known facts about
Association. He is also a member of some of our senior classmates. The
the Stratford Playertsh If you think BREEZE staff hopes that you will
you know who "Mr. X" is, write to enjoy this series.
Box 28. The first three people to
I would also like to remind the
identify him correctly will receive a
gift certificate to Leggett's. Entries student body thajt ..we,...your paper
will not be accepted unless the time staff, are making a conscious effort
of entry is stated and it is post marked to give you what you want and to
voice your opinions. Your suggesby the post office.
tions, criticisms, and talents are alo
ways welcomed—never fail to feel free
in letting us hear from you. For
those; suggestions and comments received this semester we thank you.
The BREEZE is yours—use it!!

Junior Class Spirit
Behind The Scenes

I guess I don't have to remind you
that examinations are approaching.
When you study hard and do your
best—then that is all you can "do/
! Sounds so easy and yet every time
around this season it, for some reason, seems so hard. Good luck to
"just everybody"!!!

Contemporary
Cues
by Winifred Waite
What is poetry? Besides a subject
taught in classes and a thing read by
lovers, what is the stuff that poetry
is made of.
Webster, that hard, factual man, defines poetry as the "embodiment in
RUBY WRAY
appropriate language of beautiful or
high thought, imagination, or emoby Pat Davies
tion . . . adapted to arouse the feelAs we have seen, the Class of 1960 ings and imagination."
"did it again". From all reports the
Sandburg, the modern voice of the
faculty, students and visiting alumnae
thoroughly enjoyed the pranks and common man, says' that "poetry is the
puns as well as experiencing a cer- journal of a - sea animal living on
tain renewal of loyalty and school land, wanting to fly the aid." He goes
spirit last Wednesday night. Favor- further to proclaim that "poetry is a
able comments were made about the theorem of a yellow-silk handkerexcellent lighting and scenery which chief knotted with riddles, sealed in a
were indeed the work of artists. As balloon tied to the tail of a kite flyfor the costumes, their authenticity ing in a whitewind against a blue
and appropriateness was not to be sky in spring."
doubted. The props were always in
Marianne Moore, the woman with
place and perfectly arranged by those "imaginary gardens with real toads in
invisible angels of the theatre, the them," believes that poetry is combackstage crew. ■ Let's not forget the posed of "the bat holding on upside
group who made them look so beau- down or inquest of something to eat,
tiful the makeup crew.
elephants pushing, a wild horse taking
In mentioning the "stars" of the a roll, a tireless wolf under a tree,
show we cannot omit the music de- ... the baseball fan, the statistician."
partment, who as all the rest worked
Archibald MacLeish, Job's modern
silently and efficiently in one great translator, feels that "a poem should
unified effort. As in the past three be wordless / As the flight of birds
years, this familiar music major was / A poem should be motionless in
in her well-earned place on the bench time / As the moon climbs ... A
of the piano.
poem should not mean./ But be."
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Reign Of The Stuffed Animals Sigma Sigma Sigma Cupid With Aid Of Santa Claus
Prevails In Madison Dormitories Fourth In Series
Captures Many Madison Hearts
By Sandie Hepp
If ever there was a time when a stuffed animal could hold his
head high above his toy shop companions, it is now. For unless
he is just an emaciated ball of fuzz, he can be sure that his subjection to the toy shelf won't last long. Not, that is, if a college
girl sees him. At last the stuffed animal has found his calling, to
reign high on the college campus.

Janet McDonald displays a large collection of assorted stuffed animals,
Many such collections can be seen in almost every room on campus.
Just walk into almost any student's
room, and what do you find? Animals up to the knees! They seem to
be reverting back to the primitive days
of jungle life and appear to be understudies of Shena, the Jungle Queen.
And, if you doubt my word, just try
stepping on or battering about one
of their bloated pets. That cry that
almost shatters your ear drums is
none other than the angry jungle
goddess, herself, protecting one of her
flock. And still some sadists even
get a kick out of - tormenting these
motherly goddesses and may do such
"horrid" things as roll their animals
down the halls and even hang "King
Teddy Bear," himself, from the water
pipes.
However, unlike the original jungle,
the college wilderness has been expanded to cover even domestic animals, and the beasts in the wild may
now include dogs, monkeys, skunks,
and even octopuses. But, of course,
the pets are never called just "dog"
or "monkey" instead it's anything

from Chippy to Poopy Dog and then
some.
This jungle also comes in a variety
of colors, so if you don't happen to
like pink bears, well, you can always
get them in brown, white, turquoise,
blue or yellow. This is just to keep
jungle life moving and to prevent
Shena from getting mixed up among
her tribe.
These new animals also show definite personalities. For instance, the
intellectual type won't be seen in public without his glasses, while the big
time spender must always wear his
hat to attract the eye.
However, one good characteristic of
these pets is that they don't bite. But,
sorry to say, I can't promise the same
for their protector. So if* you ever
walk into one of these transformed
wildernesses (and you will) I suggest
you pick a seat far across the room
from a glaring green eyed tiger (just
so ..you .wonJt, disturb--him) and talk
of anything but beasts. But if Shena
asks you if you like her pets, for
heavens sakes say "YES!"

Dark Classes, Fatalistic Expressions
Show Character Of Beatniks Croup

Spring of 1898 marked the founding of Sigma Sigma Sigma. On April
20 of that year, eight young women
at Longwood College, Farmville, Virginia, started the SSS club. The organization joined the national Greek
Letter World at a later date.
At the time of the founding of Tri
Sigma, the National Panhellenic Conference limited its membership to organizations within liberal arts colleges;
therefore, Sigma Sigma Sigma didn't
join this national conference until 1947,
when the conference began recognizing other colleges.
Tri Sigma came to Madison's campus on May 13, 1939 along with Alpha
Sigma Alpha. These were the first
sororities on this campus.
Sprinkle House is the location of
the Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Sigma
Sigma Sigma, and Anne Silman is
now the president.
In addition to the 22,000 members
that Tri Sigma claims nationally, the
sorority has 100 active alumnae chapters. These chapters are composed
of the women who have graduated
from college after having been members of Tri Sigma. The alumnae
members engage in many projects,
from national work to supplying the
single adviser that each local college
chapter must have.
The regular and alumnae members
cover parts of 48 states, the District
of Columbia and Hawaii.
The main philanthropic project of
Tri Sigma is the support of the
"Robbie Page Memorial,'' a social
service project, which assists pediatric
work at North Carolina Memorial
Hospital at Chapel Hill.
Alpha Upsilon members also send
clothes to an Indian College in Arizona and sponsor the drive for the
TB campaign.
During the past year, for the first
time in the history of the sorority,
the national Sigmas have been divided
into ten regions. Madison's Alpha
Upsilon chapter is in the Eastern
Seaboard region.
This situation enables the national
organization to make an annual check
on each sorority through regional
representatives.
Gail Maclean, the
regional collegiate director for the
Eastern Seaboard visited Madison for
a weekend during the latter part of
November.
Theta Sigma Upsilon win be the
topic for next week's column in the
series of sorority histories.
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There are "Beatniks" among us.
Sombre clothing, dark glasses, no
makeup, bizarre hairdos, fatalistic expressions, and volumes of philosophy
and poetry helped turn a philosophy
class into an experience.
This group of seniors, influenced by

The Class Of Sixty
Votes For Mirror
Best Leader
Jean Harrison
Best all-around _
Ann Shotwell
Most Intelligent
Nancy Caroline Moore
Most Dignified—Carolyn Nicholson
Most Artistic
Barbara Jacobs
Most Literary
Edie Witcher
Most Stylish
Delo Whitten
Most Dramatic — Marilyn Miller
Most Businesslike
Ellen Raines
Friendliest
Faye Morgan
Wittiest
Jane Geoghegan
Best-looking girl Carolyn Nicholson
Best-looking boy
Dick Barnes
and Danny O'Donnell
Happiest
Faye Morgan
Moat Musical
Dick Barnes
Most Athletic
Ellen Ashton

the discussion of Mr. Fred Schab's
class of existentialism and experimental schools, decided to join the Beatniks for one day.
Copying the speech of some groups
of the beat generation, our Bohemians
"beat leather . to the volume warehouse; attended classes like martyrs
where some weird from weirdsville
bent their ears like pretzels"; and
warned each other not to become statistics while crossing Main Street.
Other expressions infiltrating their
speech were: "Day"; "nervous"; "Be
strong, more in"; "way out on a
cloud"; and "just let life wash over
you."
Needless to say, the group created
astonishment wherever they went and
the gaping and awed expressions of
students and faculty proved one thing.
What was that? Why, the school's
archaic, Dad!

"I

KILE'S" Amoco
& Grocery Service
YOUt COUNTIY STOti IN TOWN
1050 S. Main St.—Dial 4-709B—Harrlionburg
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Marilyn Miller is engaged to Shelby
West of Western Kentucky State College; Carolyn Morrison to John
French Chapner of VPI; Sue Ellen
Null to John Cahoon of VPI; Anita
Cliff to Craig Moore; Jenny Owens
to Fred Tate; and Sally Parrott is
pinned to Wyatfc Durrette of VMI.
Pat Payton is engaged to Frank
Klume who is in the Army; Jean Pollock is pinned to Larry Bohnert of
Madison; Sue Rice is pinned to Ron-

SPIRALS and FILLERS
TYPING PAPERS
BRIEF COVERS
ESTERBROOK PENS
RING BOOKS and
INDEXES
CONSTRUCTION and
CREPE PAPERS

John W. Taliaferro
Sons

SANDWICHES, MEALS
SOFT DRINKS,
SOUVENIRS
and STATIONERY
'

For the Best Buy
In School Supplies

Jewelers

Opposite Madison College

As an outcome of Dr. Schab's discussions in philosophy class, a group of
seniors were influenced in becoming "Beatniks" for a day.

Looks like Cupid and Santa Claus were working hand in hand
over the holidays, for many new diamonds and fraternity pins have
been seen glittering around campus lately. The following are the
Madison girls who recently became engaged: Anita Balderson to
Robert Lowe; Ginger Blair to Donald Ralph of Falls Church;
Athel Boon to Danny Thomas of Harrisonburg; Martha Boyderi
to Charles Williams of Lexington; Winnie Brown to Lewis Hutchinson of Chantilly and Carolyn Byrd to Bob Banes, stationed in
Alabama with the Army.
Suzanne Cale is engaged to Charlie
Wood, stationed in Arlington with nie Ney of Madison; Kay Scoggin
the U. S. Marines; Iris Cash to Ellis is engaged to Tony Trischman, a
Davis; Vickie Clark to Carl Harris, graduate of VPI, from Chicago; and
U. S. Army; Martha Burnette to Sarah Sipe is engaged to Irvin ShenRichard Krouse; Linda Craig to Ray dow of the University of Virginia.
Pitsenbarger, U. S. Army.
Carole Taylor is pinned to Danny
Anne Davidson is engaged to Rob- Reams; Linda Via is engaged to Jan
ert Duncan of Saltville; Kay Daggy Pratt; Arminta Ward is engaged to
to Durk Freemon of the University Willis Robertson who works for the
of Michigan; Sandra Early to Richard State Police; Sandra Wilkinson to
Morrissette from Alexandria and a Don Houck a graduate of Concord
graduate of U. Va.; Barbara Edwards College; Betty Yancy to James Glass
to David Ames; Joyce Fisher to Billy of Etterick; and Ann Carol Younkins
Hart; Marie Foster to Marvin Hogs- to Donald Shockey.
ten of Orange, in the U. S. Coast
And then there are the fortunate
Guard; Peggy Furman to Eddie Bren- ones who were married during the
nan; Betty Hammack to HaAy Tu- holidays.
Joan Cook became the
baugh of VPI; Sylvia Henkel to Ron- bride of James Russell; Patty Roulten
nie Lynch; Barbara Heslep to Bill married James Clark; Nancy Tavey
Rakes of U. Va.; Barbara Hill to married Elmer Dovel, a Madison
Art Ellis of Bridge water; Wanda graduate; Isabel Walters became the
Hinton to Reed Tate of Luray; and wife of Jack Carpenter of Falls
Anne Huffman to Hampton Riggle- Church; and Dot Young became the
man of Petersburg, W. Va.
bride of Ronald Burnett
Barbara Jacobs is engaged to James
Engaged also are Mary Boles to
Harvell of U. Va.; Teresa Johnson to Orville Nelson of Bridgewater, Pat
Harry McGregor of VMI; Cindy King Miley to Charles Kackley, Patty
to Bill Peters of Baltimore; and Lois Brooks to Bill Arey of VPI, Carolyn
Koontz to Lance Hensley of Bridge- Todd to Bob Creekmore, Linda
water.
Nichols to David Barlow, Joanne
Dotsy Leach is engaged to Jim Smith to Ed Camden of Villanova
Wood of Washington & Lee; Laverne and Cathy Daniel to James McClung.
Margie Buchanan is pinned to Fred
Long to John R. Bushey of BridgeCreekmore.
water; Kathy Lutz to Irvin Hess of
Bridgewater; Karen Marshall to Alfred Robertson of Randolph Macon;
Gail Matthews to Danny O'Donnell
of Madison; Sally Megeath is pinned
to George Crossley; Judith Garrett
is pinned to Robert Pay son; and Pat
Hammond is pinned to David Conway
NATIONAL "EYE-EASE"
of Princeton.

MADISON STATIONERY
"AT THI SIGN Of THI IIO YILLOW PENCIL"

54 SOUTH MAIN STREET

CARRIES A COMPLETE LINE
OF ALL ACTIVE STERLING

We Give S&H Green Stamps

PATTERNS

J
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"The Best In Flowers
And Service"
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MADISON COLLEGE
SOUVENIRS
Our Specialty

Jilakemore^jlowers
"THE SHOP TO KNOW
IN HARRISONBURG, VA.";

NOVELTY NEWS CO.

NEW LOCATION

Next to Va. Theatre

273 E. Market St.—Dial 4-4487
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>Make Our Home Your Home1
While Visiting At
MADISON COLLEGE

WISE'S TOURIST
HOME
622 South Main Street
Near the College
DIAL 4-3491

Ruth and Robert Crawford
Formerly of VETERAN'S CAB CO.
Are Now Operating As

CRAWFORD CAB CO.
"BEEN SERVICING MADISON GIRLS FOR

4

YEARS"

l

Call—Elkton 5656

S
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Madison College, Friday, January 16, 1959

Four

Free Virginia Passes
Basketball Team
Marie Brack, Joan Cook Russell,
Loses First Game Frances
Evans, Linda Jennings, J.

Sport's Flash
With Ash

l.

Ana Majer, Mary Saville, Patricia
Saturday, January 10, the Madison
Tank, Ingrid Westerholm, George
extramural basketball team played Life, Roger Sager.
their first game of the season. A
o
good crowd was on hand to witness
Bridgewater College defeat Madison
in a battle which found Madison unBarbara Batstone, Dorothy Carpenable to stop Bridgewater.
ter, Elizabeth Dawson, Gwen Garth,
Joan Hipp, Loretta Layne, Catherine
The starting line up for M.C. was
Philippe, Phoebe Jane Vick, Sandra
Peggy Davis,„Kay Merrell, Gail McWilkinson, Fred Zerkle, Bill Koch.
Sweeney, Jean Harrison, Vicki Hall
and Pat Dean. These girls were ably
assisted by Ellen AshtOn, Jane MoreSI mli > W.uner
land and Ann Shotwell.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
REPAIRED AT

HEFNER'S
Where The Work Is

Guaranteed

Free State Passes

Well, the junior physical education majors are finally breathing
a sigh of relief. After a semester of sweating it they have finally
finished their Kinesiology projects. Of course there is always the
possibility that they will be returned only to be done over again!
Good luck!
The junior class certainly did pull through with an excellent
class night. (I'll admit that I'm a wee bit on the prejudiced side.)
However, it was an enjoyable day for all, but thanks be it's over.
News flash! Miss Gutchow has just become the proud owner
of a five week old German Shepherd puppy. Seems like the entire
staff has taken to dogs. Maybe it is a new trend in physical education or just education.
Tonight is the night of the tumbling demonstration. The girls
have been working on their show for a long time and I'm sure their
efforts will be rewarded and rewarding. From all reports it should
be well worthwhile, so see you in Ashby tonight.
The extramural basketball teams lost both their games Saturday with Bridgewater. For some reason the t>uchesses couldn't
get to the basket. Their floor work wasn't bad, but for some reason they couldn't hit that basket.
Tomorrow the teams travel to Westhampton for the second
game of the season. Here's hoping that they have a better day
this Saturday.
Next week this time we will be in the "mist" of those exams—
as if you weren't aware of the fact. Good luck. If you are like
many of us a 2.00 sounds like an impossibility.
'Til then—don't study too hard—play bridge!!

Leading the scoring for Madison
was Peggy Davis with 11 points. Ann
Shotwell, Kay Merrell and Gail McSweeney followed up with 7, 5, and 1
points respectively.

And The Price h
Reasonable

VIRGINIA

STARTS TODAY
JANUARY 16th

HARRISONBURG. VA

NOW thru WED.

The half time score showed Madison trailing 24-12. Although unable
to overcome this deficit Madison
showed a much improved team defensively during the second half. However, the purple and gold were unable
to break the fine red and white defense as the Madison forwards were
able to score only 7 field goals during the entire game. The final score
read Bridgewater 45, Madison 24.

By the author of "FROM
HERE TO ETERNITY"

Earth-Shaking
AFRICA ADVENTURE!

Roanfe

Madison's second team was also
overpowered by Bridgewater. Betty
Armistead led the Madison second
team with 8 points. Wickham and
McClosky each chipped in with 4
points to aid in the scoring. The
final score was Bridgewater 40, Madison 19.

KEAVEN

«C»» (•«->((. fMi—.

ERROL FLYNN
JULIETTE GRECO . TREVOR HOWARD
EDDIE ALBERT

Ferrum Panthers
Defeat Dukes

f

Last Saturday, the Madison Dukes
lost to the Ferrum basketball team by
A score of 78 to 60. This game,, the
fourth for the Dukes, was played at
Ferrum.
The Dukes, getting off to a slow
start, allowed their opponents eight
points before scoring and by half time
the Ferrum Panthers had built up a
36-26 lead.
After intermission Ferrum pulled
still farther away, even though the
Madison men had several scoring
spurts throughout the second half.
Leading the night's scoring was the
Panthers' Starnes, with 17 points. The
Dukes* Dick Bly collected 15 points
for number two honors, with John
Peters helping with 14 points.
Tomorrow, the Ferrum team will
visit Madison for a 7:00 p.m. contest.
Coach Ward Lpng's Dukes hope to
see a big turnout to support them for
this game, and the games to come.
Ferrum
Swisher
Simmons
Starnes
Boggs
Wilkerson
Meredith
Jett
Fergyson
Snodgrass
Hicks

Smith
Tuck
Madison
Peters
Leffel
Bly
Frank
Reilly
Whitmire
Zerkle

FG FT Totals
12
4
4
7
3
1
17
8
1
0
0
1
14
2 •
6
4
2
0
12
6
0
2
0
1
3
1
1
0
1
1
4
2
1
2
1
0
FG

s

2
4
3
3
2
1

FT
4
2
7
2
3
1
1

,NTELLECTUW.
Engl

ish: TOUGH

English: WEIRDLY SHAPED ASH TRAY
Thin hi ish translation: In modern circles, the
plain round ash tray is considered square—no
butts about it. Today's ash trays resemble anything from a Ming vase to a coach and four
—the only word for them is
deceptocle! To the discriminating smoker (anyone who enjoys
the honest taste of a Lucky
Strike), we offer this fashion
note: 25-lb. ash trays are very
big this year.

Thinklish; YEGGM EAO
JUNE CASTLEBEHRY. LONG BEACH STATE COLL.

English, INDIAN BAR

Totals
14
6
15
*
9
5
3

MAKE 25

4'

Start talking our language—we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's
a new word from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose name,
address, college and class.
_,

i

Get the genuine article
v

•nklish:»
Thin'

*

uCH-r
Hlt^B',

in.*'*HCll

STEM*
English TH»N ST

COIFFURES
LORREN

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
^ ^^
kh:

PAPER FOR

BOXING FW*S

Mezzanine Floor
Hostetter Building

Hair Styling
Hair Cutting
Tinting
Specializing in Permanent
Waving-

i

Thinklith

:<**tPLOMA7

fK^tfwhfSUENDll

RICHARD COlllHS. WULI»« • ■»«»

)A.

r.c».

I

Thuifa *»t0,°
0»v ,01UM»-■*"»<*

COlU*«

Product of J^J^hn^uea^tJt^Mjea^^eryatx^-- <Jovae£o- is our middle name

